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February 2019 Instructor Choreography 

Use these series interchangeably with other series from the manual, 
or all together as shown below.  Mix them up and make them yours! 
Let us know how these new series worked for you in your classes! 

This Face-The-Barre series is the first section in a new barre series we’ve been 
working on and using in our studio with great results. It’s time-saving and very 
effective, both for cardiovascular endurance and strength, not to mention space-
saving when you’ve got a full class and the barres are loaded!  Feel free to mix 
this in with your manual series or, once you’ve mastered all the choreography 
given, create your own entire barre class, facing the barre.





FTBS1: Plie Section 
Start your class facing the barre, in parallel, 
feet under hips, about 6” apart; 


Have your class begin to pulse into plies on 
a flat foot, while continuing to cue the 
setup. 8-16X Plie repetitions 




Move into “Tarpon Feet”, cueing your class 
to lift the heels while staying in a demi plie. 
Hips forward, just lifting and lowering the 
heels. 8-16X Tarpon Feet repetitions  

Hold the releve on the last repetition of 
tarpon feet and cue your class to pulse into 
plies in releve. This is not trotting; These plie 
pulses are not as deep as a full plie, but a 
slightly bigger movement than trotting. Do 2 
to 4, 8-count repetitions here. (You may do 

less on the other side, depending on how strong your class is and time 
constraints) 16-32X Plie Pulse repetitions  
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From plie pulses, move into Push-Push Lift. 8-16X Push-Push Lift repetitions 

From Push-Push Lift, begin “John Travolta” (Series 
4, pg. 45 in manual); Make sure to cue “Right” or 
“Left” foot since your class is facing the barre.  Take 
it front, side, back, side at least 4 times through. 
4-8X John Travolta repetitions 

 
On the last John Travolta foot placement, take 
the working leg to the front; Cue your class to 
center their weight between both feet, pushing 
hips forward. You are now in a parallel 4th 
position. Plie pulse in this position. Parallel 4th 
plie pulses for 7-15X repetitions (on the last 
repetition you will cue to move working leg 
to the back; You are now in 4th with the 
supporting leg in front. Parallel 4th plie 
pulses for another 8-16X repetitions 

From your last parallel 4th plie pulse, you will cue the class to hold their 4th. Cue 
them to drop the heel of the supporting leg and begin FTBS2: Cardio Burst 
Series (below) 
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FTBS2: Cardio Burst  

Working leg will step back into a lunge then come forward and “tap” next to 
supporting leg.  Lunge Tap 8-16X repetitions 

Adding onto this movement, you will cue to add a “cat scoop” with the working 
leg, while bringing supporting leg into a releve. Cue the class to draw the knee 
up toward the nose, while rounding forward & “scooping” the belly, lifting up into 
a releve on the supporting leg. The modification for this movement is to keep the 
supporting foot flat on the ground. Lunge Cat 8-16X repetitions 
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From lunge cat, cue to then lift up into a passe, bringing the foot of the working 
leg to the knee, targeting the obliques.  The modification for this movement is to 
keep the supporting foot flat on the ground. Lunge-Passe 8-16X repetitions 

FTBS3: Sideline Work 

From your last Lunge-Passe, you will cue your class to pulse the leg in the 
passe, targeting obliques and powerhouse. Clients can stay in releve for this 
movement, or can drop the heel, depending on strength and your own 
choreography. End in a closed first in releve; Add optional plie work here, 
more sideline work, or move into arabesque work.  Passe Pulse in Releve for 
16-32X repetitions 

Repeat all on the other side; You may shorten the plie work for the second 
side, depending on class strength and time constraints. 


